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The aim of this study is to examine and analyze the views2015-1-IT01-KA202-004704
of individuals who practice
sports and those who do not practice sports on issues related to the opportunities and
challenges of keeping an active lifestyle. The survey objectives are to determine what skills
should have sports professionals, what are their expectations when practicing sports, what are
the factors that would encourage people who do not do sports to engage actively in sports
activities. The main issues addressed in the survey covered the following areas:





Possible obstacles to practicing sport (organizational, financial, structural, etc.);
Personal, collective, and social aspects related to sport and its practicing (promotion of
healthy lifestyle, ways to achieve a healthy life, need for socialization, sense of
belonging, personal achievements etc.)
What should be the level of some of the key competencies of sports specialists to meet
the needs of those who want to play sports?

The survey covered a total of 100 people in Bulgaria. Of these, 50 are engaged
actively in sports and the remaining 50 do not exercise. The largest number of respondents are
aged 16-30 years - 49 people, 26 are in the age group 31-45 years, 15 are aged 46-55 years
and 10 people are 55 years of age or older (fig.1).
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The largest numbers of sport practitioners are in the age group 16-30 years, a total of
38 people. People who do not practice sport are the most widely represented by those aged
46-55 years. It may be seen that the group of non-practitioners shows a significantly greater
variations in age in comparison to the group of practitioners. No person over the age of 55 has
taken part in the survey in the group of sport practitioners.
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53 of the respondents are women and 47 are men. Of these, 86 have acquired higher
education, 14 are with secondary education and 37 have completed postgraduate studies
(Fig.4 and 5).
The largest percentage of all respondents represents the people living in Sofia - 68.3%.
The main sports disciplines that sports practitioners identified as preferred and
practiced by them are volleyball, football, basketball, swimming, climbing, fitness, canoeing,
rowing, shooting, skiing and snowboarding, karate and others.
The sports club is the most frequently indicated place that respondents identify as a
place where they do sports - 60.8 percent. This is due to the fact that a large percentage of
respondents of this group are involved in professional sports. 45% of them indicate that they
train more than three times a week.
The second most popular place for sports are sports centers with 23.5 percent,
followed by 21.6% “in the park”, 13.7% do sports in “fitness clubs”, 11.8% at work (Fig.6).
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The two main reasons that make people do sports are "Because I like it" - 34% and to
get "Better physical condition" - 20%. Among the reasons showing a lower percentage are
"good health" with 12% and to have "good results" - 10 percent (Fig.7)
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The main difficulties that people practicing sports meet are "lack of time" - 61%
"financial difficulties" - 15%, "lack of good infrastructure" - 13% "lack of company" - 13%
and others (Fig.8).
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Fig.8 People practicing sport
Non-practitioners indicate as a major cause for non-participating in sport the "lack of
time", but this percentage is significantly lower - 42%.
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As another main reason they cite "lack of motivation" and "distance from sports
facilities" - 26%, followed by "lack of infrastructure" - 18 percent. Unlike the group of active
sports practitioners, only 10% out of non-practitioners cited "financial difficulties" as a reason
that prevents them from sport activities (Fig.9).
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To the question "What were the main reasons to stop playing sports?", people who do
not currently participate in sports, but used to have participated identify as a leading cause
"lack of time" - 62% and "lack of motivation" - 36%. (Fig.10)
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It should be noted that only 5% of respondents consider that a reason not to participate
in sports activities is the “lack of coaches and sports instructors”. For the group of sports
practitioners this answers takes 4 percent while for non-practitioners 6 percent think so.
Major functions of sport according to respondents are to keep the overall health - 80%,
good mood - 59%, social inclusion - 48%, determination and the sense of achieving the goal 47%, effectiveness of rehabilitation treatment - 28% (Fig.11).
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Sport practitioners as well as non-practitioners identified as a main function keeping
the "general health" but as far as other functions are concerned there are significant
differences (Fig.12 and 13).
For sport practitioners the most important functions are "determination, the sense of
achieving the goal" - 64%, "possibility of solving various problems" - 48%, "good mood" 46% and "People’s capacity to be included in social groups" - 36 %.
For non-practitioners the function of “general health” is followed by “social inclusion”
- 66%, „good mood“- 64%, „effectiveness of rehabilitation treatments“- 30% and
„determination, clear sense of destination“- 28%.
Despite certain differences in the two groups, those functions of sport are consistent
with the recognized functions of sport worldwide.
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According to respondents the main skills which sport may develop are „physical and
motor skills“ - 91%, „discipline“ - 79%, „coping with stress“ - 48%, „ability to follow and
achieve a goal“ - 47%, „constancy and determination“ - 42%, „working in a group/team“ 33% (Fig.14).
The skills developed through sport which the respondents identify here are close to
those adopted in 1966 by the European Council as characteristics of sport for all.
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The survey contained also 17 additional questions related to competencies that sports
professionals should possess. The significance of these skills was assessed by each of the
respondents on a scale from 0 to 4, where 0 - no matter 1 - almost does not matter, 2 - some
importance 3 - very important and 4 - extremely important.
This section of the survey showed that 16 of the included 17 competencies (skills) are
identified by respondents as key or extremely important. The only exception is the skill of
experts "to be emotionally involved with the people," where the average score is 2.22 points.
This skill is the lowest evaluated one by people who do not exercise sport - 1.69 points, and
by sport practitioners - 2.66 points.
The competence with greatest significance proved to be "the coach should express
himself in a clear and legible way" -3.63 points.
The skills evaluated by more than 3.5 points are those in the area "Connections and
communication" as well as in the areas respectively "Planning and organization" and
"Management and leadership" – in particular: "The coach should keep the undertaken
commitments" - 3.59 points and "The coach should encourage respect for rules and
discipline" -3.55 points.
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Another skill related to the personal development of sports specialists and assessed as
extremely important is "The coach must be flexible in making decisions" -3.47 points.
As a very important skill the respondent assessed also "High level of concentration
and attention of the coach, to achieve a certain goal" - 3.41 points.
Within the area „Solving problems" as a very significant skill was identified "The
coach should be able to analyze, evaluate and change their original plan, manifesting
creativity, flexibility and originality" -3.32 points.
The next very significant skill is linked to the competences relating to "Cooperation",
namely "The coach should help sport users to develop their abilities" -3.30 points.
In the area "Attitude to consumers" as a very important competence was determined
"The coach should be able to interact with different groups of people" -3.27 points. It was also
found that athletes have higher demands towards the skills required from sports specialists
(3.40 points) than the requirements demonstrated by non-practitioners (3.08 points).
In summary, we can say that the main obstacles for people who do sport and for those
who don’t exercise sport are the lack of time, lack of motivation, financial difficulties and
infrastructure. Bulgarian citizens consider that there exists a sufficient number of well-trained
sports professionals, despite high expectations with respect to them (Fig. 15).
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